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Co-defenden t replaces ill Davis

Froines hails 'Nixon Eviction'

NmptMtobyliMl
John Froines

Stepping in (or Rennie Davis at the last
minute. Chicago Seven co-defendent
John Froines last night outlined both
short and long range plans for the
"eviction of President Richard M.
Nixon.''
Davis was scheduled to speak last
night in the Grand Ballroom, but was
forced to back out because of ill health.
Froines. one of the two defendents
acquitted of conspiracy charges,
stemming from violence at the 1968
Democratic National Convention, and
Tim Butz. an organizer of the Vietnam
Veterans Against the War, took his
place.
"I MADE A promise last spring to
come back. ' Butz said "1 understand
some people here are looking for me."
Bowling Green police reportedly still
have a warrant out for his arrest for
allegedly disrupting toe President's
Annual ROTC Review last May.

"I came back because last spring I
said some things about not being able
to stand by what you say. Well,
now is the time to not be oppressed, to
not be afraid."
At a press conference earlier in the
evening, Froines labeled the present
period one of "crisis."
He said last spring demonstrators
launched a major offensive against the
war but this fall President Nixon has
launched a major offensive of his own.
THE "NIXON OFFENSIVE" includes
the wage-price freeze, arms shipments
to Pakistan, efforts to create a strictly
conservative Supreme Court, continued
political involvement in Indochina,
avoidance of the seven-point peace plan
offered by the North Vietnamese last
summer the international confusion
created by the President's
announcements to visit Peking and

Moscow, and the Attica prison riots, he
explained.
The only thing that has really changed
in the past year is "the color of the
corpses." he said
He insisted the "things are becoming
worse and worse and worse "
Protesters are initiating a new
program which will "cover the country,
expanding to the whole world and include
millions of people." he said.
They will "drive Nixon from power,
bury his politics, take back the White
House and evict him." he explained
Phase I of the Nixon eviction plan will
begin October 25 to 29 when he said
demonstrators will organize a "Peoples'
Grand Jury Panel" to hear testimony on
the Vietnam war. women's rights,
ecology and the economy
Witnesses will include not only "wellknown figures." but "just people " as
well-veterans, welfare recipients and

other people concerned with issues
facing this country today, he said.

ON VIET VETERANS' Day protesters
plan to complete a telephone call to the
head of the North Vietnamese delegation
to the Paris peace talks to discuss the
seven-point peace plan.
"The war will not end in Peking or
Moscow The war will only end in Paris
wlitr. Nixon acknowledges the sevenpoint plan," Froines said
Demonstrators will then march to the
White House "not to talk about Peking,
not talk about Moscow, but talk about
the people he is in fact at war with. " he
said.
On Oct. 26 demonstrators will hold a
ceremony honoring those killed during
Ihe Attica prison riots
"Nixon wasn't to blame for Attica, he
only embraced the murderer of AtticaNelson Rockefeller." Froines said.

"Rockefeller can look at Attica, but he
can't hear the music...because Nelson
Rockefeller doesn't think the problem is
the rights of those prisoners...he thinks
the problem is rebellion and so he
crushes it," he said.
DEMONSTRATORS ALSO plan to give
Nixon his eviction notice on Oct 26.
Phase II will include an intensive
campaign during the primary elections
to IHISI Nixon and gain support for a
suitable alternative candidate, he said.
The culmination of the eviction plan
will hopeful.ly take place during the
Phase III migration to the 1972
Republican convention in San Diego.
"San Diego will be very different from
Chicago (site of the 1968 Democratic
Convention), he said. "It won't be just
young people there. It'll be parents,
workers and church people, all coming together with one purpose in mindto evict Nixon."

Program may offer
Afro-American studies
By Chris Flowers
Issue Editor

budget was roughly $15,000 and was
inadequate according to Perry.

A proposal to create an undergraduate
program in Afro-American studies will
soon be submitted to Academic Council
according to Robert L. Perry, director of
Ethnic Studies.
The proposal comes alter the Ethnic
Studies Center's first year of operation.
"Our first year was one of planning
and research. We hope to put those
plans into operation this year." Perry

LAST YEAR seven black-related
courses were offered. Perry explained
that student interest was high and
surprisingly more white students than
blacks were enrolled.
This quarter, The Black Family, The
Black Novel. Black Church Music and
Black Social Thought are being offered.
University departments were
surveyed, Perry said to determine how
they could aid the program.
The response from the faculty was
what Perry said he had expectedfavorable, but many faculty members
did not feel qualified to teach courses in
the program.
"We definitely need more black
faculty Our administrative staff and
faculty is lacking in support and the
University needs to do something to
correct the situation soon." Perry said.

HE PRAISED the University for
increasing black enrollment, but he said
it is equally important to establish
ethnically-oriented curriculum for the
entire academic community.
"The University is reluctant to support
courses that attack the status-quo," he
said. "It's extremely important to have a
curriculum that offers a view of the
world other than that of the western
white world." he said.
The Center is also planning majors and
minors in African studies and in Ethnic
studies as it relates to American
minority groups-Indian, black and
Mexican.
But he said the staff is hampered by
lack of money and like so many other
University departments, won't know
where they stand financially until the
legislature passes the state budget.
The Ethnic Center's 1970-71 operating

The Center brought the Stanley Cowell
Quartet to campus for four days and
sponsored a Black Arts Festival, as well
as bringing many black speakers to
Bowling Green.
Perry said the Center also helped form
the University Gospel Choir which is now
part of the School of Music. Members of
the 50-voice group receive ensemble
credit.
"THE CULTURAL aspects of the
program are secondary in my way of
thinking. Establishing an Afro-American
program is my main interest at the
present time." he explained. "We have a
limited budget and staff, so we're taking
one thing at a time."
He admitted he is disappointed with
the financial situation.
"You can't expect to gain anything
without a fight. We're going to keep
trying." he said.

BESIDES WORKING toward the
development of ethnic programs, the
Center last year sponsored many
cultural experiences and plans to
continue them this year.
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. (API- The
One of the center's cultural
achievements was the three-part series United States made an impassioned plea
yesterday to keep Nationalist China in
"Black Perspectives" aired over
the United Nations despite warnings that
WBGU-TV. The programs presented
various aspects of the black experience. this might delay solution to the 22-yearPerry said he's hoping to receive funds old controversy over Chinese representation.
for an additional 20 programs.
U.S. Ambassador George Bush
addressed the 131-nation General
Assembly after
Albania's foreign
minister. Nesti Nase, had opened the

THE ATTACK on Kosygin came after
be and Trudeau had conferred in
Parliament on international issues.
Later Trudeau expressed hope that Soviet-Canadian relations will become as
close as US -Canadian relations.
Trudeau and Kosygin had just
completed a long session and decided to
take a stroll on Parliament Hill in the
sunny, crisp autumn day.
The man who attacked Kosygin was
reported to have identified himself as a
member of the Canadian-Hungarian
Freedom Fighters Federation. The

Tim Butz com* bock to Bowling Grnn lost night to introduce John Froinos. Froinos roplocod
Ronnio Davis as the featured spoakor last night in tho Grand Ballroom of the University
Union. Davis wot ill

U.N. continues debate on China

Kosygin roughed up
during Ottawa walk
OTTAWA (API - A man shouting
"Freedom for Hungary!" grabbed
Alexei N. Kosygin by his suit coat
yesterday and threw the Soviet Premier
almost to the ground outside Canada's
Parliament.
Prime Minister Pierre Elliott
Tnideau. walking alongside, stopped the
fall of the 67-year-old Kremlin leader as
security police pounced on the young
man and hauled him away.
As the attacker leaped over a police
barricade, another man in the crowd
shouted out: "Go home. Soviet pig!"
Kosygin's hair was ruffled but be was
not hurt and walked with Ttudeau to a
doorway of Parliament and there
boarded a limousine for his hotel

And now

Hungarians who rose up against
communism in Budapest in 1965 and were
put down by Soviet tanks called
themselves freedom fighters.
The attacker was a man in his 30's. He
had long black hair and wore a black
jacket. He jumped on Kosygin from
behind.
The Soviet leader was thrown forward
and his suit coat flipped over his bead.

crucial debate with a declaration that
Peking would have nothing to do with the
world organization as long as the
Nationalists remained.
Nase charged that the US-backed
"dual representation" plan was aimed at
creating a deadlock and preventing Red
China from taking a seat, even though a
substantial majority has gone on record
as favoring Peking participation.
Bush said "no one knows for sure how

A Jewish organization also protested
Kosygin's visit, claiming that Jews are
mistreated in the Soviet Union.

intense interest in the discussion was
reflected in the presence of all but four
or five delegations in the blue and green
assembly chamber as the debate got
under way. The public gallery was nearly
full.
Among those present, besides
ambassadors and their aides, were Chow
Shu-kai, the Chinese Nationalist foreign
minister; Alichi Klichi. former foreign
minister of Japan; and Princess Ashraf
Pahlavi, twin sister of the Shah of Iran,
who heads her country's delegation.
Chow, speaking at the afternoon
session, said it would be "a tragic and
irreparable mistake" if the assembly
should replace his delegation with one
from Peking.

*£

Sofety Dept. defines
enforcement position
J. Claude Scheuerman, vice president
for operations yesterday defined Campus
Safety's "posture on law enforcement on
campus" in an effort to make people
aware of its position.
"Our position is that the campus is not
a sanctuary. Enforcement will be
exercised on campus much as it is off
campus," said Scheuerman,
administrator of the safety department.
"Misdemeanors as well as felony
charges will be filed with local courts at
the discretion of Campus Safety
personnel." he added.

Kosygin's attacker said his name was
Giza Matrai He was taken away before
newsmen could confirm the spelling or
obtain more details.
TRUDEAU, WHO was Kosygin's guest
in Moscow last May, called the attack a
"very humiliating event for Canadians."
Earlier in the day. police discovered two
dynamite bombs near the Soviet
Embassy, a mile from Kosygin's hotel,
and three men described themselves at
anti-Communists were taken into
custody.
Police also found 11 Molotov cocktails
a block from the embassy in a part
where 1,500 ethnic Ukraniana
demonstrated Sunday night as Kosygin
arrived on in Ottawa.

Peking will react" to the adoption of the
proposal for seating the mainland
government in the assembly and the
Security Council, while preserving the
membership of the Nationalist delegation.
THE ALBANIAN foreign minister and
other pro-Peking diplomats, however,
quoted from the Aug. 20 statement by the
Peking government barring participation under any sort of two
Chinas or one-China. one-Taiwan plan.
The pro-Peking group also had the
Peking policy statement circulated in
full as a UN. document.
The debate is expected to continue
through the remainder of this week,
with a vote coming early next week. The

NrmahsM by *t«ty ISMM

Doggie
drink

Ah, What a relief. Ivan man's bast friend needs
same liquid rofroshiitotrt now and then and this
soft drink from the Cardinal Roam is sure to make
many on animal friand.

SCHEUERMAN said Campus Safety
deals with state law; but added that
some violations of student regulations
are also violations of state law.
Under section 3346.21 of the Ohio
Revised Code, it is stated that policemen
on the University security staff are
authorized to "assist in the enforcement

of these regulations and all other
regulations and laws which are designed
to preserve the good order on the
campus. "
Provisions are also listed for
violators of the regulations listed under
the Ohio Revised Code. It states that
violators may be subject to criminal
prosecution and/or University discipline.
"OUR REASON for making the
University law enforcement posture
clear, is that the campus community has
the right to know in advance what
actions are likely to be taken," said
Scheuerman.
In reference to the ROTC conflict of
last spring and the arrests that followed,
be said that people were shocked at the
University's response. "If they had
known the University's stand before,
they would not have been shocked,"
Scheuerman said.

*•§• 1/Tue.day. October l«. H71, The M Nm
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asian soil purified by bombs
I am writing in reply to Fred
Hoffman's article of October 14.

-%

' 'Jk

Year after year arguments are made
for and against the war and every year
the war continues. I think I see a light at
the end of the tunnel.

s J^&y
—-^3

Vietnamization means fewer
Americans die and more Vietnamese
die. It's just like balancing a scientific
equation.
Mr. Nixon certainly is not escalating
the war. Maybe more people are dying,
but everyone knows those little Asians
are not really human. They don't bleed
like we do or scream from pain. So let
them kill each other for a while because
we are tired of killing them.
Oh, sure we'll still supply the weapons.
Hell we'll even throw in some pilots.
Everyone knows pilots don't hurt people
they just push buttons.

save le sam

Le Sam is an eleven-year-old victim of the war in Vietnam.
While playing near his home in Hue, South Vietnam Sam suffered
third degree burns of both legs, thighs, right hand and foot when
he was hit by napalm from a U.S. bombing raid.
Sam was lucky. He was brought to Nyack Hospital in New York
City where he was given multiple staged skin grafts. His legs are
now healed and he is able to walk again.
A government survey estimated that more than 200,000
Vietnamese civilians a year are being wounded, maimed or killed
by the war.
"Save the Children," a new campus organization, is trying to
raise money here to help bring more children like Sam to the
United States for medical help.
The project's coordinator, Marc Silverstein, calls the group an
antiwar group set up to do something constructive about the
Vietnam war.
We urge anyone interested in the project to contact Silverstein
at 2-3152 and help to save the children.

me BG news

MR. HOFFMAN has put his finger
right on the problem. It is the power of
the State which is all pervasive and holds
life and death power over everyone in the
whole world.
His hypothetical example of boycotting
classes because this University is an
instrument of an evil State, is really
good; but It's been tried several times
here at BG and with the resulting
problem being to find the protesters
among the hordes switching classes.
Stretching the hypothetical to its
limits, suppose all the students on all the
campuses boycotted classes out of
protest against the actions of this State.
There would be only one rational option open to the State: A search and destroy mission into the newly opened freefire zones. In this way Americans would
be free to determine their own destinies
without pressure from outside hostile
forces.
ALWAYS AN INTERESTING subject
for comment is ROTC.
We should
respect ROTC students because they can
not tell the difference between right and
wrong. But how can they be expected to
when it's not even written into the
constitution?

An Independent Stud.nl Vote*
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The BG News welcomes all
letters to the editor and opinion
columns. Letters may comment
on any other letter, column or
editorial. We ask. however, that
guest columns not be written in
direct response to any other
published editorial item.
Letters should be a maximum
of 300 words, typewritten. We
ask that columns be no more than
four typed pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the right
to edit all submissions that
exceed these limits, with respect
to the laws of libel and proper
taste.
Letters and columns should
include the author's address and
phone number, and may be
mailed to the Editor, co BG
News, 106 University Hall.
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I propose a new amendment be added
to the Bill of Rights: The right to kill
people because they think differently,
look differently, live on the other side of
the world, refuse to show us respect, or
any other reason as long as it's for freedom of mankind and a generation of
peace.
Further, I think ROTC should have at
least the same right of selfdetermination as the people of Vietnam.
So what if some people camped on their
doorstep and disrupted their parade?
What kind of self-determination is that
when not even a single bomb is dropped?

my blood. Kick dirt over me and scatter
this evil to the wind so It can float and
become pure as today the floating
bombs purify the Asian soil.
Steve Hopkins
336* South Main

7?ly W.ft.

How much more abuse can ROTC
take? After the grueling spring offensive
in which they were wounded so deeply,
they return again in the fall dressed and
ready for new and exciting adventures.
Obviously these men know no pain
Certainly the protesters did not
practice good conduct They only broke
one window. Not even the Army keeps
statistics on windows broken. You have
to destroy a whole village before you
break into the statistics.
CERTAINLY THE protesters were
childish giving sexual connotations to
war. But what do you expect from
people who refuse to recognize war as a
legitimate endeavor?
They probably didn't know any
acceptable decent words like kill. bomb,
destroy, mutilate or defoliate. At least
they didn't put something really indecent

news LBTTers
rote has o few rights too
Your editorial of October 7, 1971,
entitled "BG 19 Justice?", reached a
new level of absurdity and incredulity.
Your total lack of understanding
principle and your illogic is distressing,
to say the least.
To begin with, your definition of
disruption (property damage and
personal injury) is very weak.
A dictionary defines to disrupt as
causing to break down or throwing into
disorder, which also happens to be an
accurate description of what happened
last May behind Memorial Hall.
Common sense should show you that a
disruption can occur without damage or
injuries. It suffices to say that your selfstyled definition was irrational which by
the way, seems to have become
characteristic of the BG News.
DEFINITIONS ASIDE, it is time to
get to the principle of the matter.
What makes your editorial
unbelieveable is your total disregard for
the rights of the members in ROTC.
The Constitution guarantees the right
of assembly to EVERYONE.
The
Constitution does not say to everyone
except ROTC members: it does not say
to everyone unless one groups deems
that the other's rights are non-existent.
The anti-ROTC people were permitted
to assemble and protest the ROTC
demonstration. Who gave them the right
to decide that tbey are morally right and
ROTC is not?
What gave them the right to take away
others' rights?
Is the violation of
people's rights any less violent when
done in the name of peace? That is the
principle involved.
IF THE GOVERNMENT disrupted (I
wonder if your definition of disruption is
the same when it is the government who
is doing the disrupting) an anti-war
protest you would scream unfair. And
so you should.
This campus has experienced
numerous anti-war demonstrations, and
I dare say we will have more, regardless
of what happens to the "BG 19."
But when the demonstrators decide to
take it upon themselves to judge who has
rights and who does not, they become

so they say
THE PAY BOARD WILL NOW COME TO ORDER

up on that wall like love humanity'.
1 don't know how much longer I can
restrain myself. Shoot me quick before I
say or write something indecent maybe
even with sexual overtones.
But get me good, or I might try to
write something on the sidewalk with

Gov. Ronald Reagen after stopping in
Saigon for lunch with President Nguyen
VanThieu:
"Fran all that I have seea aad all thtt
I have beard, the serpese far which
AsMrteass) died la this ruMij are stall

worse, or certainly not any better than
the government they are ever so quick to
ostracize.
I end my letter agreeing with your
conclusion.
I do want my University to be a "place
where freedom of dissent supercedes the
administration's 'need' to bend to
outside pressures."
But allowing
anyone, dissenters included, to run

rampant over others' rights is not one
iota better.
To permit this would be hypocritical.
II last year's incident is condoned in any
way, whose rights will be repressed
next?
Brian Holloway
3148 Chris Ave
Lorain. Ohio

l— from firelands

a word from little brother
By Evefyi Swards
nrelaaes Steeeat

The Firelands Campus. Bowling Green's little brother, is ejgJKgtjiM the
family tradition of unlimited opportunities for students. Not only does it have
the fine educational facilities like those of big brother, but the family tradition
of outstanding social variety still runs true in little brother. The following
involvements show little brother additions to the BG family tree of outstanding
achievements and traditions.
First of all, activities at Firelands center around the Student Advisory
Board, composed of a student senate and cabinet elected each fall. Since the
first election in I960, the S.A.B. has developed rapidly and assumed an
important role in the development of the new campus.
Sponsoring cultural, social, and educational programs in addition to its
function in campus government, watch-words have been creativity and
innovation. Involvement in a variety of projects plus a conscientious effort to
include as many students as possible allows S.A.B. to meet the needs of
students.
IN CONJUNCTION with the Student Services Office, activities spanning the
breadth of today's society are planned. A programming committee, which
transcends student government by operating over the summer months,
guarantees continuance of activities. Drawing ideas from the main campus,
but emphasizing a fresh approach to co-curricular activities, allows Firelands
students numerous options for involvement.
Little brother's newspaper, the LAMP, began with one student's dream of
creating a medium to disseminate Information, establish a common
denominator for announcements and comments, and provide a voice for
student opinion. A literary publication of poems and prose authorised by
Firelands students and faculty members is published each spring.
Development of this project signifies increasing development in cultural
and artistic ventures.
For the students who are interested in drama, major productions are
scheduled during the school year in the theater of the Huron Summer Playhouse. Students, through classes in dramatic arts, also produce short plays on
campus for experience and their entertainment value.
SPONSORED BY THE SPEECH department, a program of forcssUc
activities and debate is maintained. Students participate in competition held
throughout the midwest during the school year. This year the debate team won
the Ohio Novice Division Championship.
Intercollegiate sports programs are sponsored in basketball and golf. The
basketball team competes with other Ohio regional campuses and reserve
teams from such area colleges as Wooster, Ashland, and Heidelberg.
Intramural sports provide large numbers of Firelands students with
recreational activities on campus. Football highlights the fall season with
student teams (men and women) aad an occasional faculty team. With the
completion of the Phase II Building Program, many additional intramural
sports, including basketball and volleyball, will be added.

Other changes announced

Parking fees increase
. Automobile
registration
feet have been changed this
fall, according to Robert L.
Ott, supervisor of Parking
Services.
For students first
registering during the fall
quarter, the charge is $15;
winter quarter. $10; spring
quarter. 6; and summer
quarter. 15 Last year the
amounts were f 15.112. $8. and
♦4. respectively.
The fine for over-time
parking at a meter has been

raised from twenty-five cents
"The open policy in the
to II, Ott said. Each metered lots means that there
subsequent hour of violation is no longer such a thing as a
will also be subject to a $1 fine student meter." Milliron said.
per hour, he said
All metered lots are open to
students, with the exception of
CHANGES have also been Lot 17. behind the University
made in metered parking Union, which will continue to
areas, according to A.I. be restricted to faculty, staff,
Milliron. director of Auxiliary and visitors, he said.
Services.
Meters have been put in Lot
Lot 13. across from the El.
west
of
the
University Union and Lot 14. Administration Building. It
north of the Library, are now has been made an open lot
open lots, he said
with half-hour meters.
Ott said the change was
made to aid persons having to
make a quick stop at the
Administration Building to
pick up paychecks or for other
The Office of Voter Facilitation will be open Monday
brief business.
through Friday from 1 to 4 p.m. on the first floor of the
Administration Bldg.
AN OPEN metered lot has
The office is designed to aid students in obtaining and
also
been added north of
notarizing absentee ballots for the upcoming November
Overman Hall, with a half
. election.
hour limit. Ott said.
Since it opened Oct. 11. the office has serviced more
"We could meter most of
than 700 persons.
the lots on campus and do

Office aids voters

business, but they would
become storage areas for
vehicles." Milliron said.
"That is why we have halfhour meters-to facilitate
turn-over of cars in the
spaces," be explained.
Rules concerning reserved
parking spaces have been
changed this year. Milliron
said The only persons allowed
to have reserved spaces are
the president, vice-presidents,
academic deans, dean of
students, hall directors,
drivers of state vehicles, and
students or employees with
health problems or physical
disabilities.
In the past. Parking
Services would delegate a
reserved space for 180 a year,
if need could be justified.
Milliron said.
There is now no charge for a
reserved space, but the
persons entitled to them must
request them, he said.
Another change in the
regulations states "Vehicles
are subject to non-registration
violations between the hours
of 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. Monday
through Friday," Ott pointed
out
In the past, vehicles were
subject to violations seven
days a week, he said.
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Registrar establishes averages
for honor society membership
The Office of the Registrar
has established the point
average breakdown for
determining membership in a
departmental honor society
for the 1971-72 academic year
A student must rank in the

Agnew concludes
Greek conference
ATHENS (AP)-Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew
concluded three 'engthy
conferences with Greek
Premier George Papadopoulos yesterday with American criticism of the Athens
regime in the background,
and North Atlantic Treaty
Organization matters their
only announced topic.
N.w.ph.1. by «»cy Unnc

Red tape
r
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"" Sfxo90#' *•*• pwrtlllw of rules and regulations of the
Student Body Organisation, says ho is out to got things dono
and cut rod tap*. Tho loss rod tap* the better.

Look out red tope-Sprague
Mike Sprague says he plans
to bypass unnecessary
University rules and regulations to get his job done this
year as Student Body vice
president of rules and regulations.
"I'm not here to win a
popularity contest. I'm here to
do a job. "he said.
The senior history/political
science major said that he
plans to get things done by
getting around the needless
red tape of the University
bureaucracy.
Sprague labelled his job
"problem-solver." He uses
the Student Body Organization

(SBOl as a headquarters for
information
"to help
individuals hung up in
University procedures." He
also puts people in contact
with those who may help them
if the sun can't.
The former member of
Student Council and Student
Court also serves as "watchman of the budget" and works
with the President's Advisory
Committee.
ASKED ABOUT his reasons
for running for office in SBO.
Sprague said. "I have an
intense dislike for things that
are racked up and don't have
to be. I feel that I'm really
accomplishing something."

One of his new projects is
acting as mediator in the purchase and sale of meal coupons among students.
Sprague said that students
should contact SBO for
information about coupon
exchange, and they will
attempt to put prospective
buyers and sellers together
for satisfactory transactions.
Commenting on the new
Constitution for Student Council. Sprague said. "It's an arm
for action. It gives Council a
chance to do something
tangible." He said that this
was not the case when he was
a member.

But it seemed certain that
the controversty in Congress
and elsewhere over the Greek
dictatorship must have come
up during talks that lasted
some 6'i hours.
Agnew's spokesman. Victor
Gold, refused to discuss that.
He said only that it was fair to
assume the vice president's
attitude in private was what
he has expressed in public:
That it is not up to the United
States to impose a timetable
for
the
return
of
representative rule in Greece.
"The vice president and the
premier today discussed
matters relating to Greece's
role in NATO, "Goldsaid.

upper 35 per cent of his class
and college to be eligible for
membership in most honor
societies.
The College of Business
Administration requires that
a student in the upper 20 per
cent ot his class maintain an
accumulative average ot 3 02
as a sophomore. 2.93 as a
junior and 2.91 as a senior to
be eligible
A student in the upper 35 per
cent of his class must
maintain a 2.71 average as a
sophomore and a 2.68 as a
junior and senior.

sophomore, 3.17 as a junior
and 3.16 as a senior. If the
student is in the upper 35 per
cent of his class, he must
maintain an average of 2.88 as
a sophomore. 2 93 as a
junior and 2.92 as a senior.
Students enrolled in the
College of Arts and Sciences

I

must maintain a 3.22 average
as a sophomore, 3.25 as a
junior and 3.19 as a senior if
he is in the upper 20 per cent
of his class and college. If he
is in the upper 35 per cent he
must maintain a 2.91 as a
sophomore, a 2.97 as a junior
and a 2.95 as a senior.

MUMS
ORGANIZATIONS 85c
STUDENTS 95c

PRESENT AT the final
formal session were First and
Second Deputy Premiers
Stylianos Patakos and
Nicholas Makaresos, as well
THE COLLEGE of
as U.S. Ambassador Henry Kducation requires that a
109 CLAY ST.
Tasca.
student in the upper 20 per
352-2002 or 353-2802
Papadopoulos. Makarezos cent of his class maintain an
and Patakos were former average of 3.16 as a ^x»^^v^*^^»>M«»»«.
colonels who led the army
coup in 1967 that suspended
democracy in Greece.
Gold said the meeting was a
continuation of one Sunday,
when Agnew slipped away
unannounced
to
the
Papadopoulos' suburban
home. NATO also was the only
announced subject of their
initial meeting Saturday.
Agnew in advance had
linked the controversy over
the authoritarian regime with
NATO concerns by noting that
some members of the alliance
have
expressed
dissatisfaction with the way
Greece is being run.
He said that was what made
it important for him to discuss
NATO topics with the Athens
government at this time.

A HOMECOMING
BONFIRE

SS THURS. 8:30 P.M.

Shoe Repair
Prompt Reliable Service
Specializing in Cat's Paw
Products Soles & Heels
The Red Barn behind State
Savings Bank

12-6 Daily
■-5 Sat.

M FREE
M— COKES
P^ TONIGHT
with any PIZZA order
from

DOMINO'S
352-5221

MYLES FLOWERS

U.A.O. PRESENTS

Great gift

Give something different. Tasty. Hot. Tender. A special sauce.
Cheese. McDonald's Filet O' Fish Sandwich.
Wrapped free
1050 South Main
North of Gypsy Lane
Bowling Green, Ohio

"Demom and things''is the name of the art exhibit now showing on the second floor of
,„. University library. Freshman Tom Burr takes time out from his studies to view the
exhibit.

1

STERLING
FARM

MARY JO

Pf4/Um**,.
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Official cites problems
with student vote ruling
COLUMBUS
(AP)-The
nearly 400.000 students in Ohio
colleges have a new-won right
to vote near their campus
residence but those who try
will run into problems of
taxes, insurance and vehicle
licensing.
These are some of the
problems Secretary of State
Ted W. Brown said yesterday
he foresees for students
seeking to vote in campus
communities.
He noted that Ohio has 116
institutions of higher learning,
both public and private.
He said that persons seeking
to vote
in campus
communities must establish

legal residence there. This
means transferring automobile licensing and registration, vehicle, homeowner
and personal insurance.
A THREE-JUDGE federal
court at Cincinnati ruled last
week that two sections of Ohio

law dealing with student voter
registration are unconstitutional. The court held that
college students who meet the
age and residency requirements set by the Ohio
constitution must be allowed
to vote.
The minimum age is 18

Freshman essay
Freshmen who plan to enroll in freshman English for
the first time winter quarter must write a placement
essay today at 1 p.m.. 2 p.m. or 3 p.m. in the Grand
Ballroom. Individuals unable to come at any of these
times should report to 205 University Hall as soon as
possible.

Singles' tax break sought
Mawiptwt* by Marty Irnnmrn

Jump,
Rover

Giv. m. that fmb... might b. what thb colli. it thinking Th. dog population on campwt
ha. boon octiv* in recant days onjoying th* ploatant fall woathor along with many
students. But it won't lost long.
____

Women form recycling project
A trio of women ecologisLs involved in recycling Irash
have established a permanent last year when Jonna
organization in Bowling Green Caldwell. a graduate student
to recycle trash, and hopefully in sociology, began a
will soon get the aid of local recycling program made up
government.
mostly of University students
Ms. Marilyn McKeever. Ms.
However, when summer
Harold Johnson, and Ms
Kenneth Shemberg have came the student group broke
founded a group called Help up. The people in Howling
Us Recycle Trash. (HURT) Green who had contributed to
and have been collecting glass the program lost the base ol
and newspapers
from their organization, so Ms.
Bowling Green citizens during McKeever. along with Ms
Johnson and Ms Shemberg
the past four months.
The three ladies became decided to establish a

permanent organization for
the townspeople.
ACCORDING TO Ms
McKeever, 80 households
participated in the recycling
during September, and
doubled the number to 160 in
' October
Ms. McKeever said she
expects the number of
households to double again
next month
The long range goal of the
program is to convince local
government
officials
something should be done

WORKS OF SILVER
TIL OCT. 29 THERE WILL BE
AN EXHIBIT OF SILVERSMITH LEV AN HILL'S
WORKS. COME TO THE PROMENADE
LOUNGE OF THE UNION ANYTIME
BETWEEN 8:00 AM & 11:00 P.M.
BROUGHT TO YOU BY UAO

?

What is life without love.

about the trash in Bowling
Green. Ms. McKeever said.
"We want to convince the
local government to set up
their own program." Ms.
McKeever said.
"But we
suspect it will take another
nine months until we can
really do something."
Ms. McKeever said she has
had some help from the Boy
Scouts in picking up the
newspapers, and would
welcome help from any
students.
The next trash pick-up will
be Nov 6 from 9:30 am-12:30
p.m.
Students who want to
recycle glass or newspapers
can deposit them in U Haul
trucks parked on Mercer Koad
or in Parking Lot 7 near
Offenhauer Towers

WASHINGTON . API- A 75- taxpayers, she said, violates
14th
and
16th
year-old Connecticut woman the
who claims the government amendments
owes her 183.000 in tax refunds Federal Tax Court Judge
is opening the (irst round of I Graydofl Withey will hear a
court battle she hopes will suit filed by Miss Kellems in
lead to a better tax break lor which she is appealing an IRS
single people
ruling on an entry in her 1965
"This is the beginning of a tax return The IKS turned
crucial test." said Vivan down her attempt to claim
Kellems of Kast Haddam. 013.30 in special food" as a
Conn., in a telephone medical expense
interview.
Miss Kellems stands by
Miss Kellems. who made
good in the electrical
industry, said her appearance
in a federal tax court, sched
uled today.
marks the
first test of constitutional NEW YORK (API-At least 20
issues - surrounding single detective! and uniformed
policemen
stood guard
taxpayers
Miss Kellems has refused to yesterday over II Rap Brown
pay income taxes for three at Roosevelt Hospital where
years, claiming instead that tin' black militant was being
the government owes her treated for wounds suffered in
a gun battle with police.
more than $83,000
The 28-year-old Brown, once
Exemptions
granted
married taxpayers lor then quoted as saying violence is as
American as cherry pie."
dependents
are
unconstitutional unless was reported in lair condition.
somehow offset by a tax break
He and three other men
for single men and women.
were captured by police after
she said
they allegedly tried to rob the
FAILURE TO SHOW lied Carpet Bar on West 85th
similar exemptions to single Street early Saturday Police
said they came upon the
scene as the robbery was in
progress, and a fierce
shootout erupted.
Brown, who first came to
national attention when he
succeeded
Stokelv

"I'm quite sure I'll lose in
the tax court." she said, but
considers that just the first
step in an appeal process she
expects to go all the way to
the Supreme Court.

JIM MARSH, legal counsel
for Brown, said in a nonregistration county voters
may ballot without proving
age or residence. However, he
said polling officials can challenge and force unknown persons to verify age and residency under oath
Brown said any student
meeting the constitutional
requirements must be permitted to vote.
"They cannot be challenged
on the basis of being a student
any more." Brown said
Enrollment at state institutions, including branch campuses, is 291.156 No figures
are available on enrollment at
private institutions but a
spokesman for the Association
of Independent Colleges and
Universities said he expected
it to be around 100.000

Police guard injured militant

UAO.

PRESENTS
John B. Sebastion
...WHO PERFORMED
AT WOODSTOCK AND
FORMER LEAD SINGER FOR
THE LOVING SPOONFUL

THE POLICE account was
questioned Sunday night in
Chicago by the Rev Jesse
Jackson, director of Operation
Breadbasket, the economicarm of the Southern Christian
leadership Conference.
Jackson said the Manhattan
Borough President Percy
Sutton. who is black, should
lead an independent investigation of toe incident
"If police approaching the
area knew it was Rap.

possibly that the shooting was
a setup." he declared "It was
interesting that none of the
others was shot by police."
Police said officers did not
know it was Brown They
reported that seperate FBI
and local checks of fingerprints were responsible for
the identification
BROWN HAD been on the
FBI's most-wanted list since
he failed to show up lor trial in
Kllicott City. Md., April 20.
1970 on charges of
arson, noting and incitement
to riot in Cambridge, M.I
three years earlier
Brown was also wanted for
jumping bail after he fled a
federal gun charge conviction
and a five-year prison
sentence imposed in New
Orleans in 1968

f AMILt P.ESTAUHANT
Ml a E. Wootltr

WEEK DAY SPECIALS

LUNCHEONS
DINNER

8:00 P.M.
MEMORIAL HALL
TICKETS ON SALE A T UNION

99c
$1.79

BREAKFAST SPECIALS

TICKET OFFICE
PRICES $2.50

EVERYDAY
2 EGGS
TOAST
ORANGE JUICE
COFFEE

$3.00
$3.50

JOJ paa/v

(armichael as chairman of
the Student Non-violent
Coordinating Committee in
May 1967. was held in lieu of
$150,000 bond each on charges
at attempted homicide,
robbery and possession of
dangerous weapons

DUTCH PANTRY

IN CONCERT ON
FRIDAY OCT. 22

pean Jnox

what she says is a valid
deduction, but beyond that
says the government owes her
a refund, plus interest, for
money it has collected simply
because she's single

years and the constitution
requires six months residence
in the state and 40 days in a
county and precinct before an
election
Brown said these are the
requirements for all voters,
students or not.
He noted that 28 Ohio counties have no voter registration
requirement and that seven
have only partial registration.

no^ wm £
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Scientists to search for cure

Base converted to cancer lob

Season
premiere

* poor boy (Clayton Johnson) talks an hoirots (Jeanne Blum)
into backing his prospective magazine in the opening play ol
tho University theatre, "End of Summer."

Theater season opens
With good seats still available, the University Theatre
will open its 1971-72 season
tomorrow. Oct 20. at 8 p m.
with 'Knd of the Summer
Nominated (or the Drama
Critics Award and listed
among the Ten Best Plays ol
1935-36.
S N Hehrmans
play deals with the conflicting
attitudes toward the social
problems of the depression
years
Under the direction of Dr
Harold B Obee. the play deals
with an irresponsible oil
millionairess
l.eonie

Krothingham. who narrowly
escapes financial exploitation
by Dr Kenneth
Rice, an
ambitious
psychiatrist
Behrman uses this situation to
examine the generation gap.
unequal distribution of wealth,
student
radicalism,
provisional charlatonism and
anti-establishment attitudes
MR.
BEHRMAN'i
PLAYS, produced in both New
York and Uindon. have been
described as comparable in
slvie to those of deorgc
Bernard Shaw In Knd of the
Summer " Behrman centers

Debators capture
honors in tourney
The University debate team
consisting of Dan DeStephen.
senior lEd
and Ralph
Carbone. junior
i Kd I,
finished among the top IB
teams in the University of
North
Carolina
debate
tournament
held
last
weekend
The debators argued the
1971-72 national collegiate
topic.
"Resolved
That
greater controls should be
imposed on the gathering and
utilization
of
information
about U.S. citizens by
government agencies
In preliminary rounds, the
BG debate team compiled a 71 record,
with
Ktnory
University eliminating Btl in
the octafinals.
Out of 128

persons participating in the
tournament. Carbone was
named sixth in speaking
Among
the
teams
DeStephen and Carbone
defeated were
Georgetown
University.
University
of
Virginia. University of South
Carolina. West Virginia University University of Alabama and University of North
Carolina
Dennis Wilson, junior (Ed. I
and
Tom
Blackburn,
freshman (A&Sl were the
second Bii team in the
tournament
They finished
with a 3-5 record.

FREDERICK. MD. (API President Nixon announced
yesterday the conversion of
Ft. Detrick. a once top-secret
biological-warfare
research
facility,
into a major
peacetime base for the war
against cancer.
He said he hopes scientists
and doctors from all over the
world will come to the big
complex near here to share
information in the effort to
find a cure for cancer.
Nixon
mentioned
specifically the Soviet Union
and said perhaps later
scientists will come as well
from mainland China
The President helicoptered
from the White House 45 miles
to the rural countryside near
Frederick to make his
announcement before a crowd
of some 500 employes and
their families in front of the
headquarters building on the
12.000 acre SM million federal
installation, which he said is
one of the finest research
facilities in the world Germwarfare weapon! have been
its specialty

on the problems of the
thirties, and shows that they
are remarkably similar to
those of today
The cast includes Jeanne
Blum sophomore t Kd >
iLeonie
Krothingham 1.
Michael Muller sophomore
lAiSl (Dr, Kenneth Rice),
Gerald Argelsinger. graduate
student. Mary Kay Fetch!
sophomore (A&Sl.
Shan
Goldberg senior lA&Si. and
John S Geer. an attorney
David Kitxief junior i Kd>
and director of the Ohio
Also appearing are Allen Kox 1 'iitill. Interest Action Group
junior iKdi. William Clayton (OPIAG), will visit Bowling
Johnson junior (Kd>. Bill Green tomorrow
Kirchhoff junior (Kd> and
Mr Geer, head of the non
Martha
Boose sophomore profit Ohio public protection
(Ed.).
organization,
will
dis. uss
The play will run in the OPIAG projects at 7 30 p.m.
Main Auditorium until Oct tomorrow in the upslans
23 The box office hours are rooms of the Howling Green
11 a ni to 3 30 pm daily Public Library. 304 N Church
and 7 pin on performance St
evenings
Admission is 25
OPIAG
founded during
cents for University students Karth
Action Week
last
and $1 50 for adults The box spring, investigates environ
office phone number is 372- mental pollution, consumer
2719.

HE

DREW

APPLAUSE

when he said some of the
nations best scientists had
been working here on weapons
of war. but now there would
be scientists working toward
saving life rather than
destroying life "
It is anticipated that many
of the scientists who have
been working at Ft Detrick
will be able to continue in the
cancer research program
The new cancer center will
be operated by the National
Cancer Institute and a private
contracter will get the job of
running the program. Seven
buildings, including more than
a half million square feet of
laboratory space
will be
made available
The White
House said some of the
facilities will be operating
immediately, others in the
next eight months, with J6
million going into the cost this
year.
It is hoped to get the Ft.
IX'trick Laboratories fully
converted by the early inonilis
of 1972, and at full capacity it
will employ some 600

OPIAG leader visits
problems, pricing, govern
mental
and corporate
responsibility, property law
and taxation
Mr Geer, a graduate of
Boston University Law
School, worked in West
Germany as a legal attorney,
defending military and
civilian personnel
The meeting is open to the
public

of the people of the world."
He said this occasion marks
another chapter in the
realization of
mankind's
dream'of turning swords into
NIXON CALLED this a plow-shares and spears into
very significant day" and said pruning-hooks of changing the
that the conversion of Ft
implements of war into
Detrick not only would affect instruments of peace "
the people who live in this
Ft. Detrick was until two
area but would have "an years ago "one of the most
enormous effect on the future highly classified, top-secret

Scholarship concert set
The first concert of the
School of Music Scholarship
Series, featuring a mixture of
theatre and music, will take
place Saturday. October 23 at
8 30pm in Recital Hall

Green's speech department,
will join Dr Allen Kepke.
director of many University
Theatre plays, in a production
entitled
"Facade...An

The concert will feature
performances by the Faculty
Chamber Orchestra and Dr
1-ois Cheney and Dr Allen
Kepke. both of the University
speech department.

The program will feature
poems by
Kdilh Sitwell.
spoken in strict rhythm, and
the music by the Knglish composer.
William
Walton,
performed by the Faculty

Under the direction of Kiml
Haab. director of orchestral
activities ami well-known as a
conductor, violinist and
chamber music authority, the
Faculty Chamber Orchestra
will perform works by Ravel
and
Pergolesi-Stravinsky
Also
included' in
the
orchestra's repertoire will be
standard works for chamber
orchestra anil lesser known
compositions of unusual
interest and distinction.

DR.

LOIS

save the news
Selling Insurance
is not my job - helping you
buy it

Martin R Stancik
372-5040

CHENEY.

MUTUAL UFE
INSURANCE CO.
OFNEWYORK(MONY)

director of the Reader s
Theatre
and
of
oral
interpretation for Bowling

Pisanello's

DAIRY TWIST
SPECIAL
OFF PIZZA'S

We U»e Frejh Dough

Free Delivery In
Our Portable Ovens

12"
60
ONE HEM
TWO HEMS .75
THREE ITEMS 85
50
PLAIN

5 p.m. 1 a.m. Daily
4:30 p.m. 2 am Fii. & Sat.

352 5166

352 6782

.75,
90
I 05
.65

-!A_
1.30
I 50
1.65
1 00

Free Of lively 6pm nil 1 ? midnight
Neil 10 Bee Gee Bookstore across liom Harshmarf
SI 00*
MM until H

CALL 354-9933

THE UNC01A MUSIC M0NEV0FFER

PRESENTS

Get any of these top Record albums tor only $3.80 and 7UP proof of
purchase (save up to $2.18). 8-Track and Cassette Tape albums, only
$3.98 (save up to $4.00).

fZ

IN CONCERT— 1 NIGHT ONLY

U1S. Main
352-5762

Chamber Orchestra
Season tickets for the
Scholarship Series are available to the public for $9 and to
students for $3 Individual
tickets for Saturday's concert
will be available at the door
af $2 50 for adults and $1 for
students Persons interested
in obtaining season or
individual concert tickets may
call 372-2045

DRAUGHT HOUSE
SUGAR LOAF

The
Now
Printers

Entertainment."

Blow your mind
in

THE CLUSTER
COLLEGE

facilities in the United States,
being used for research in
biological warfare." Nixon
said.
In November 1969 Nixon
ordered an end to U. S.
engagement is the research,
production, or stockpiling of
offensive biological weapons,
eliminating the major role of
Ft. Detrick in developing
germ-warfare apparatus.

scientific and technical
personnel with a program
costing from $15 million to $20
million a year.

THE WHO
WHO'S
NEXT

ALSO APPEARING B. G. DYNASTY

WED. OCT. 20
13296

113611

104379

ADVANCE TICKETS $2.50
AT DOOR $3.00
TICKETS AT ADAMS NEEDLE
WAWR or THE DRAUGHT HOUSE

CARPENTERS
04370

04375

113474

113612

HRETHH
FMH1KLII1
Live at
Fillmore West
10073
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fo indicate the category you want for
each selection, circle the letters R for
Records. S for 8 Track Tapes, C for Cas
setle lapes Then enter Ihe code numbers ol the seleclion(s) you want and the
puces in the appropriate columns Please
enclose lull payment along with three
/UP bottle cap liners or other 7UP proof
ol purchase' lor each selection (DO NOT
MAIL MEIAl CAPS.) Make check or money
order payable to: Uncola Music Offer.
MAII ORDER FORM TO
Uncola Music Offer. P 0 Box 7778.
Indianapolis. Indiana 46206.
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113603

13365

13358
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Along with your albums, you will receive
the 24 page Music Moneyoffer Catalog
listing over 300 music and stereo equipment bargains. If you would like the Catalog and do not want to purchase an album
at this time, check the box below and send
your name and address along with 25c to
Uncola Music Offer, Dept. C.
P.O. Box 77B,
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206.
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soon 61105
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ment Opportunities
The Placement Office has
announced that the following
interviewers will be on campus the week of Nov. 1
Appointments for interviews

can now be made in the Office
of Career Planning and Placement Services, third floor of
the Student Services Bldg

U.A.O. FALCON
FLASHBACKS

|

BUSINESS
NOVEMBER 1
Seidman it Seidman-No report
yet
Owens - Illinois - Sales.
Acctg./Comp.. Prod. Mgmt.
National Cash Kegister-Fin.
Anal . Accts.. Ind Mgmt. &
Prod. Programmers
NOVEMBER
- Illinois -

Owens

Tuesday 7:30 P.M.
in the Dogwood Suite

Sales.

Acctg./Comp., Prod. Mgmt.

Fidelity Union Ins -No report
yet
Joseph Froggatt 4 Co.. CPASr. Intern in Acctg.
Metropolitan Life Ins-No
Report yet
Kroger Company-Store Mgr.
Trnes
Pfizer. Inc -Sales
International Paper Co-Sales
& Fin. Program
H & S Pogue-Exec. Dev. Program

See last Saturday's Football Action

Homecoming
Oct. 23rd

The coaches will be
present to give predictions

ore you ready?
Accessories to make
your outfit:

TWO MINUTE
WALK
TO AD BLDG.

Scarves
"AM McGraw

Gloves

MODERN

LARGE

FURNISHED

PARKING

LOT

TWENTY BUSINESS LOCATIONS AT YOUR FRONT DOOR
MOVE
LEASE

FOR

JUST

IN

WINTER

SOUTH

NOW

OR

SPRING

OF

Adult Parole
report yet

^pJW*

ENDS TONIGHT: "DOC" ot 7:15, 9:15

HBrJOHB
THE MOST ACCLAIMED MOTION
PICTURE OF OUR TIME...

Winner of 10 Academy Awards - mcl "Bast Pklura" ■ 1961

WEST SIDE STORY

352.9302

ALSO
It's a wonderful world, If you only take the time to go
around it...If you don't have the time or money to take a
world wide cruise.. come and so*.

Around The World In 80 Days
Starring David Nivrn, Cantinflar. Shirley McClam**

AutawnalK Ttmpttukf* Control
Tel

M ■■

Bowlm*
(Ireen

™g

"Must be seen by anybody
who really enjoys movies."
—John Schubeck. ARC-TV

ON .ANY
A film by Bruce ("Endless Summer ( Brown Rated G
PLUS - AT 9:35 — ONE OF THE TOP ROCK'
GROUPS IN THE WORLD-'
YOU'LL LAUGH AND
SQUIRM WITH DELIGHT!

Tho Roling Stones

GIMME
SHELTER
GPtaCstsf
ENTERTAINMENT PLUS-!
ACRES OF rURE PARKING
Tel.
susMi

Bosltei
Green

ENDS

$90.00

TuS HELLSTROM CHRONICLE' - at 7:30. 9:30
- STAKTS WEDNESDAY -

master charge

►_ NICHOLS 3Use Our
Own

W#»»sVs»lSjT<lMjtr
BOWLINO ORBN. OHIO

MTTT,

90-Day
Plan

"»«— «* *—

Sot.
'0-5

10*"

NOVEMBER 5
Ohio State University-No
report yet

NOVEMBER!
Whitehall City Schls.. O.-No
report yet
NOVEMBER 3
Solon Local Schls.. 0.-K-4.
German-Spanish comb.. Voc.
Auto Mech.. Commercial Art,
6th
grade.
Voc.
COE
Sandusky Pb Schls.. O.-Art..
Bus, El. Ed.,. Eng.. Home
Ec..
Ind. Ed.. French. Spanish,
Math. Vcl Music, Sci.. Sp.
Ed.

This is KM of the) many bands that playad last Saturday night
Benefit

°' '"• Hydraulic Room on Lohman Avo. for tho benefit of tho
Crystal City Now*.

Group backs student aid
Washington Campus News
Service -A group comprised of
various education groups
from the college Entrance
Examination Board to the
National Student Association,
have joined together in
support of federal aid to those
students who need it most
The group is seeking the
support of college students
and other organizations in
hopes of making a proposal
that would give students from
financially deprived families
first access to federal grants,
regardless of their choice of
college
The proposal is expected to
reach the floor of the House of
Representatives within the
next few weeks in the form of

an amendment to "The
Higher Education Act of
1971. "H.R. 7248.
A new student aid program
was also proposed by
President Nixon in his higher
education
message
to
Congress last February He
hoped that,
with new
legislation, over one million
more students would receive
aid.
His proposal would assure
that the neediest students
would be considered first in
receiving the largest federal
grants.
THIS LEGISLATION would
also put the poorer students on
an equal basis with the
student from a higher-income

Branch increases
book collection
In
preparation
for
evaluation by the accrediting
committee
of
the
Northcentral Association of
Colleges and Secondary
Schools, the Firelands Branch
Campus
Library
has
increased its book collection.
The library now holds
approximately 13.000 books.

plus the equivalent of 450
books in the form of
microfilm and a list of 200
periodicals.
According to
library services head Jack
Hibbs. many contributions in
the form of memorial gifts
and special subject collections
have helped the library
increase its holdings.

family. A high school student
could then choose his college
with his educational goals in
mind rather than what his
family can afford.
Representative Albert H.
Quie
(R-Minn l told the
education groups at a recent
meeting.
"The
most
emotional
issue
Congress
faced this year in the area of
higher education centered on
institutional grants, but no one
stood up for students."
Under 1IR 7248 as it was
passed by the House
Education
and
Labor
Committee, higher income
students were given first
consideration in obtaining
these grants
Under the new Educational
Opportunity Grant proposal,
students from middle and
upper income families would
still have access to federal
work-study and loan
programs,
but the poor
student, who has a greater
need for finances, would get
the larger grants
Representative Quie said
students should make their
views on this issue known by
writing to their Congressman.
"My colleagues in the House
do not know the wishes of
students. Only this eleventh
hour effort will turn the tide in
favor of the students who need
financial aid the most."
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FEATURE AT 7:30

CRKKETEER'
DCMURMI sun

NOVEMBER]
U.S.
Air
Force-USAF
Hecruiting

Newnphf by ReanR Stheere.

INGMAR BERGMAN'S - "THE TOUCH'
— STARTS WEDNESDAY —

There are plenty of new knit tuits aroura that ato llexibla
and comfortable, but, many ol them look like a sweater and
pants rather than a suit. This Cricketeer Penthouse doubleknit is a real suit. It's a luxurious blend ol Dacron' polyester
and wool developed by Burlington Worsteds with the hand
ol Una woven worsted. There's nothing more comfortable.
wrinkle resistant and eye pleasing.

NOVEMBER Z
Kent State University-Grad.
Schl. in Bus
U.S.
Air
Force-USAF
Recruiting

SCHOOLS

Staffing Natalia Wood. Rita Manas. George Ckekiris

1971

Authority-No

NOVEMBER4
Ohio Northern University.
College of Law - Law School

STARTS WEDNESDAY

CHEF

Homecoming

NOVEMBER 4
General Motors Corp.-Prod.
Mgmt. Sales
Marathon Oil Co -Acctg./Tax
Analy
Inv. Res.
Manufacturer's Nati BankBranch Bkg.. Sys. Comm.
Credit Anal..
Alexander Grant-No report
yet
S.S Kresge Company-Mgmt
Trne.
Mgmt. Trne. Acctg.
Nationwide Ins.-Sys. Anl.,
Progr., Claims Investigator.
Underwriter, Mgmt
Trne
Acctg
I.v In,i mi
Hoss Bros.. &
Montgomery-Accountants.

NOVEMBER 1

1
s&**%*
\<».

FAIL

352-4045

Credit Anl.
FAR Lazarus-Dept. Mgr. &
Dept. Mgr. of Buying trne
CNA Insurance-No report yet
General Motors Corp-Prod.
Mgmt. Sales
Hoover Co.-Cost Acct.. Gen.
Acct.. Ind Credit. Inv Cont.
Mgmt.
De. Program

COLLEGES* AGENCIES

PHONE
352-7365

Sales.

SU Ryf. Si.

THEA7R

NEXT

BURGER

I*

Jewelry
Belts
Purses
Cosmetics

CAMPUS
MANOR
APARTMENTS
NEW

Hats

NOVEMBER}
Metropolitan
Life Ins-No
report yet
Amoco Products Co.Geologists
WestinKhouse Electric CorpFin. Plan . Consumer Prod.

FEATURES AT 720, 9 30

-*••*- CLaSSIFIED mm.
CAMPUS CALENDAR
Tuesday Oct II. 1971
PERSONALS
Falcon Flashback. 7.JO Dogwood
Suite, linion
"Demons and Things'' one man
art exhibition by Wade Thompson,
teaching fellow. School of Art.
Library, 2nd floor. Library hours.
University Karate Club Forum.
Student Ser Bldg. 7-9 New
members welcome
All Freshmen who plan to register
for Freshman English winter
quarter are to write an essay for
placement in English in or 112
Ballroom. Union. 1.2 or 3 p.m.
today. Do not come if you are
taking English now
Slock Market Club. Wayne Room.
Union. 7:30. Stock Market Game
begins

PMUM0UNT HCTUKS

e

"f»NtS

f.

menas
rj)

TECHNrCOLOfi"

WI1H EITOR J0M*

PAGUA1S NEW HOURS 5 until
2 a.m. Sun thru Thurs 5 until J
a.m. l-'i i & Sat. Pagliai's 1004 S.
Main 352-7571
A PROGRESSIVE GENERAL
STORE
Handcrafts-GiftsPotter-Full Leather Stw-Silver
Worker-Woodcutter-MENS &
WOMENS CONTEMPORARY
CLOTHING & FOOTWEAR
ADAMS NEEDLE 146 N. Main
352-9143 ITS ONLY NATURAL"
BEYOND THE ORDINARY
Custom wedding rings - PHILIP
MORTON
CONTEMPORARY
JEWELRY 112 W Wooster 3539932

"Little'' Becky - I'm so proud to
have you wearing my pin! Alpha
Gam Love - "Big" Jeanie PS.
Thanks for my "Raggedy Gam" Your re a doll!
Rodro - Isn't it fun being REAL
PEOPLE? Number 4 is coming!
Love. Kais
FORRENTORSALE$40 meal ticket coupon book for
$30 Call Becky 2-3517
Fender bassman amp. Great for
rock n roll Hagstrom bass:
solid body, 2 pick-up. brand new.
$170 a piece. Earl 352-7993 - 256A S. College
MEAL COUPONS for sale any
amount ph. 372-1716
130 watt amplifier $50. Kingston
bass $50. ok stuff - Max 352-0007

On exhibition, the works of the
silversmith. J. Levan Hill,
Promenade Lounge. Union

Wanted 2 persons, prefer male &
female to organise program for
elementary children each Sunday
4.304 30 p.m. Also 1 person to
babysit 4-6 p.m. each Sunday.
Fair pay Call U.C.F. 353*912

Student Worshiping Service. 6:00
p.m. Prout Chapel

Experienced typist Thesis, term
papers Call 354-7571

For sale ladies Misty Harbor
raincoat wlining, sixe 16 tan.
brand new $35 call 352-7113

B.G.S.U. Business Club. 7 p.m.. 70
Overman. 7:00-7:30short business
meeting, 7:30 recruiting
information, recruiters from
Cooper Tire. HO. Neils.
Marathon

University Math student to tutor
high school Algebra students Ph.
353-3533 after 6

Nice 2 bdrm apt available Oct. 23,
I or 3 people. CLOSE TO
CAMPUS: please call 352-0993

Lovable pet hamsters $1 each call
3530742 after 7 p.m.

Female r mate needed for winter.
Call 3524394

LOST AND POUND

Rais: Sweetest day was sweet for
me because of you. Your Pod

Found: small brown puppy. 4
mos. ok), wearing choke chain I
flea tag. 10-12-7] in front of South
Hall - injured la accident bat
being treated by Vet, Is ok - only
cuts. Contact Karen Martensen at

HELP BURN THE REDSKINS
THURSDAY AT U.A.O
HOMECOMING BONFIRE. 1:30
p.m. at Sterling Farm

WINTHROP NORTH L SOUTH
Rental OCZYSZCZENICSACE
Oct. 19,20.21.22 If you know what
the Polish word means you will
get $5 oft your rent.
Office
Napoleon Rd. and the Penn
Central tracks 352-9135 9-5

Congrats oa being a delt. Deb. I
love ya. Steve

NEED 1 F. roommate for Winter
Quarter Call 352-5802 $*5 mo

who needs the world when you
own the moon end sfcis
II r

I'M - Lost accounting book
(Horagren 1352-7065

Ck.fl

MEAL COUPON book for $25 Call
Wendy 2-1573 after 9 p.m

Eff at Greenview Apis
hours 2-6p.m. 352-1195

Office

Unfurn. 2 bdrm at Greenview
Apts. Office hours 2-6 p.m. 3S21195
Room for rent for young male
student Call 352-9117
'■:
F mate needed for W & S qts <flr
modern 3 man apt close campus
352-5451 after 10 p.m. see Cindy or
Chris BG News off afternoons. 1966 Chevelle $400 or best offor
352-1752
69 Triumph Spitfire 15.000 mi.
Mechanically sound, body good
phone Fostoria 4354636
1965 Mustang 289 4-barrel ot
cond. auto, power steer Call 44149
>
FOR SALE - 1961 Ford Econoliae
Van Call 352-7633
>
(7 VW bug mustard yellow
w black stripes sunroof, good
condition, extras. $995 ph. 2JD
McClure
'■'.
61 Chevy Impala automatic power
steering. Runs well call 3520731'.'.

S

For Sale: 1966 VW Mini Bus goql
condition. Make an offer PhoM
352-5054
For Sale: Jag XKE 1963
engine good condition 352-7317
For Sale: '63 Chevy 2S3 convthl
best offer ph 352-7377
1971 MGB conv. phone
ask for Dave

~4

Ford GaUxie 62 rune fair $46. St*
79115-7 p.m.

Th. MNm, Timrfay,OMW if, 1*71/rag.7

Risk pull out vote?

Volunteer aids blind

Antiwar forces up
WASHINGTON (API-With
antiwar forces gaining
strength.
administration
leaders debated yesterday
whether to risk a House vote
on rejecting a six-month deadline to get out of Indochina.
Rep. Gerald R. Ford of

ACLU
Benson Wolman.
executive director of
the Ohio American Civil
Liberties
Union
(ACLU). wUI speak at
the first Bowling Green
ACLU meeting of the
year Wednesday.
The meeting will be
held in the Alumni
Room. Union at 8 p.m.

Michigan, the House Republican leader, said be is confident be has enough votes to
turn back a Senate pullout
amendment but is not confident enough to commit himself to a showdown.
An Associated Press check
found at least nine House
members who helped reject a
similar amendment 219 to 176
last June will switch their
votes. and another four who
say they may switch.
"It's close enough to be
serious." Ford acknowledged.
"We'll have to check into the
parliamentary situation to be
sure of the proper result.''
While conceding be has lost
votes since June. Ford said he
also has won some but wasn't
sure how many.
Republicans have the

Center seeks Chicanos
The International Center is
interested in contacting
University students of Spanish
or Mexican background for a
special project, according to
Dr. L. Edward Schuck Jr..
director of international programs
"We are interested in
getting Chicanos and foreign
students together to share
ideas and programs." Shuck
said.
The foreign students could
be from Latin America and
American students would be
able to get an idea of the Latin
American culture according
to Schuck
^SSKrSWftWSSSWS-S-:-:-^;

* Something |
Different
will soon
be born on
South Main Street.

Students interested in further information should contact the International Center
in the basement of Williams
Hall or call 372-2248

By Ethel Green

parliamentary right to block
the six-month deadline from
coming to a vote. Ford said
House acceptance of the
Senate amendment "would
tend to undercut the
President's efforts in Moscow
and Peking."
Only one vote is permitted
on instructing House
conferees Tuesday when the
House sends a SU-billion
military-weapons bill containing the six-month war
pullout amendment to •
House-Senate compromise
conference.
Republicans get the motion
and Rep. Charles W. Whalen
Jr. (R-Ohio) wants to make it
on accepting an amendment
by Senate Majority leader
Mike Mansfield (D-Mont.) for
U.S. withdrawal from the war
In six months in exchange for
release of American
prisoners.
But Ford left open the possibility of giving it to some
Republican who wants House
rejection of any of seven other
items in the bill, including an
additional 1389 million military pay raise.

'••W>eia™'WtJ Wf swlwWCy I

Swan Martx

Campus crime list
The Police Department's
Campus Safety Division registered 38 complaints during
last week.

of malicious destruction; four
auto accidents, three calls
reporting faulty equipment;
three fire calls; one illegal
solicitation; one personal
The list includes 11 petty injury accident; one case of
larcenies; five stolen bikes; abusive language, and one
four disturbances; four cases indecent exposure

\

u
Every Sat.
211 Moseley
9 am. - 3 p.m.

SHE IS currently taking a

Mr.
Mushroom

(/

Mushroom'

Chess Club

For the past five years. Ms
Susan Mertz. a secretary in
the music department, has
been giving the blind the
opportunity to read books they
normally would not find
written in braille.
Ms
Merti. a certified
volunteer braillist. first
became interested in braille
transcribing through a
magazine article discussing
the need for transcribers.
She said her love of
languages encouraged her to
enroll in a correspondence
course offered by the U. S.
government
through
the
Library of Congress.
Ms Mertz uses a braillewriter on loan to her from the
Toledo Board of Education
and can transcribe any
language into literary braille.

public school system. She is hi
the process of transcribing a
ten-volume law journal for
the group.
Although there are only
seven
blind students at the
Ms. Mertz gained experience
with blind persons by working University, Ms. Mertz thinks
as a counselor at Highbrook that many students, especially
Lodge, a camp for the Mind. education majors, can benefit
The campers ranged in age from learning braille
from eight to 75 years and transcription
"More than SO per cent of all
were eager to do everything
blind children are in public
fromfishing to "watching"
schools rather than in private
movies, she said.
institutions." she said. "The
She said she thinks the real trend seems to be to keep
challenge came when she these students in public
worked with people who were schools, and I think more and
blind and deaf.
more teachers will be finding
These people loved to dance blind students in their
and could feel the beat classes."
through vibrations coming
Anyone interested in
from the floor, she said.
learning braille or having
transcriptions made free of
MS. MERTZ also works charge should contact Ms.
with a group in Toledo Mertz at her office, 123 Music
consisting mostly of parents Bldg.. 372-2181, or at her
of blind children in the Toledo home. 354-3384. after i p.m.

course in braille music
transcription and hopes to
receive
certification
to
transcribe music by
December.

LDM'B
Fish & Chips

Sez:

BACK
PACKS

ALL YOU CAN EAT

904 E. Wooster (next to T.O.'s)
11 to 7 Daily; 11 to 5 Sat.

Tuesday Only

All Welcome
;■
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OFFICE OF EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
offers

WINTER SEMINARS
ALTERNATIVE CONSCIOUSNESS

Prof. Larry Landrum & Charles Cohn

ART OF THE SILENT CINEMA

Prof. Ralph Wolfe & James R. Meyers

BELIEF & UNBELIEF

Prof. Robert Galbreath & Father Bacik

CIVIL LIBERTIES & URBAN PROBLEMS

Prof. Frank Graziano

ETHICS & MASS MEDIA

Prof. Richard Lineback

EXPRESSIONS OF JUDEO-CHRISTIAN VALUES IN CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY

Prof. Richard Kern

FEMININE PSYCHOLOGY

Prof. Doris Williams

FOREIGN POLICY ...DECISION MAKING

Prof. Richard Giardina

MYSTICISM & OCCULTISM

Prof. Robert Galbreath

THE PEACEFUL SOCIETY

James Kellar

"POP GOES THE POEM: MASS MEDIA DEVELOPS A POETRY FOR THE PEOPLE

Prof. Carlos Drake & Dick Fillion

SERIOUS MUSIC: A PAPER TIGER?

Prof. Wendell Jones

SPORT & SOCIETY

Profs. Eldon Snyder & John Piper

UNDERSTANDING CONTEMPORARY ART THROUGH PARTICIPATION

Prof. Betty Fulmer

VALUES & INSTITUTIONAL BEHAVIOR

Prof. Ronald Hunady

VOCATIONAL LIFE-PLANNING WORKSHOP

Profs. Roman Carek & Nancy Wygant

WAYS OF GROWTH: APPROACHES TO EXPANDING AWARENESS

Prof. Mel Foulds

THE WESTERN. AN AMERICAN MYTHOLOGY

Prof. Ray Browne, with Mike Marsden & Jack Nachbar

SEMINARS OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS. ONLY INITIAL REQUIREMENT: INTEREST.
SEMINARS CARRY 4 HOURS OF ELECTIVE CREDIT.
GRADED ON A SATISFACTORY/UNSATISFACTORY BASIS.
'Most seminars require personal interview with instructor.
"'Descriptions of courses available in the Office after 9 a.m. today (October 19)

INTERESTED STUDENTS: Please come first to Office of Experimental Studies,
or phone: 22256. 540-541 Education Building

t
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Falcons crush Flashes

■•/Jack Carle
Sport. Editor

Jerry Fields
BG ran to a score in It plays
covering 78 yards with Fields
KENT-After a ho hum going the final yard for the
beg inning the Bowling Green touchdown. Miles had 36 yards
Falcons blasted the Kent in six carries and Fields had
State Flashes (or 29 points in 17 yards in four tries The big
the fourth quarter to win play of the drive was a 23 yard
draw play to Miles on a second
Saturday going away, 45-33.
In a game that had a thrill a down and 23 to go.
minute, the Falcons seemed
THE DEFENSE which had
sluggish >t the start and didn't
start rallying until after been having trouble stopping
Kent's ace kickoff returner the Kent offense all afternoon
Eddie Woodard had run back then rose to the occasion and
the second half kickoff 95 stopped the Flashes cold,
yards for a touchdown and giving the ball back to the BG
exploded over left tackle for steamroller offense.
S3 yards and a touchdown
The Falcons moved to the
At that point, the Falcons Kent 46 yard line as the third
were down 27-10 with 27 quarter ended.
minutes left In the game. But
Then the fun begins. The
then, they started to roll on fourth quarter, which had
the running of Paul Miles and been the Falcons strong point

all season was there again
against Kent.

With Miles and Fields
carrying the ball, and a 16
yard pass thrown in. from
Reid Lamport to Greg
Meckza. BG moved 64 yards
in 11 plays with Fields going
over from the three yard line.
A Lamport to Bill Centa pass
was good for the two points
and BG trailed by only two 2725.
The BG defense held again
and with Miles. Fields and
Dave Polak grinding out the
yardage the Falcons moved
into the lead 32-27 with only
four minutes left in the game.
The touchdown was a 15
yard run by Fields as he
scored three times in the
second half and gained 94
second half yards.

But the Golden Flashes
were not to be without their
own excitement as Woodard
got the kickoff and romped 69
yards to the Bowling Green 14.
Only a last ditch effort by
safety Gary Seemann saved a
touchdown. But, the Flashes
got their score seconds later
from 10 yards out on a
By Jack O'Breia
quarterback keeper by Larry
Assistaat Sports Editor
Hayes. Kent went for the two
KENT - Fourth quarter Falcon power struck again over the points but failed and led 33-32
weekend as Bowling Green scored 29 points in the final quarter with three and a half minutes
to beat Kent.
to go.
The Falcon steamroller was definitely at its best as it
flattened the Flashes' defense with a devestating ground attack.
The gapping holes created by the BG offensive line allowed
Jerry Fields and Paul Miles to grind out the yardage.
Hats off to tackles Tony Kljanko and John Czerwinski. guards
Gene Nicolini. Fred Sturt and Frank Allen and center Denny
Maupin for a job extremely well done.
It was their outstanding blocking that enabled Miles to gain
191 yards and Fields 127 yards rushing individually and the
Falcons as a team, to gain a total of 402 yards on the ground.
However, all was not rosy for the BG squad The Falcon
By Daa Casseaay
kickoff coverage left plenty to be desired In fact, it was pitiful.
Sports Writer
Eddie Woodward, a sophomore tailback, had a field day
running back ktckoffs. Woodward set a Kent record as he
The Falcons raised their
returned the opening second half kickoff 95 yards for a record to 6-1 in cross country
touchdown. The hole Woodward discovered in the BG specialty Saturday when they recorded
unit was big enough to drive two trucks through side by side.
dual meet victories over
Toledo and Kent State at
AS IF ONCE WASN'T enough, lightening almost stuck twice Ottawa Park
in one game as Woodward returned a Bill Witte kickoff in the
Bowling Green, now 3-0 in
last period M yards to the BG 14 yard line, setting up Kent's the MAC. took the first six
final •core. As a result. Joe Keetle booted the final two Falcon places and seven of the first
kickoffs of the afternoon. Both were squib kicks
eight as they shutout the host
Woodward finished the day returning four kickoffs for a total Rockets. 15-50. and nearly did
of 204 yards.
the same to Kent. 15-49. The
Falcon bead coach "Dandy" Don Nehlen apparently figured Golden Flashes defeated
the quarterback pitch-out needed a little bit more work as be Toledo. 24-31. in the other
only called it three times in 71 rushing attempts Saturday (an scoring.
average of once every 23.7 rushing plays I as compared to the six
"The competition was none
times in 60 rushing attempts l an average of once every It except among our own
rushing plays) against Toledo.
group." said coach Mel Brodt.
Viewers of the Falcon-Rocket clash will remember what a "(Kent's) Dawson was in the
disaster the pitch-out was against TU as it resulted in two race for the first two miles.
Falcon lost fumbles.
but from then on. it was just
Held Lamport may have nailed down the starting quarterback our guys."
assignment after his performance against the Flashes He hit
on seven of 16 attempts for 106 yards, including a 50 yard
DAVE WOTTLE and Tracy
touchdown pass to Rick Newman.
Elliott tied for first in record
Finally. BG's Tangerine Bowl hopes didn't get any brighter as
TU came-from-behind to defeat Western Michigan. 35-24. The
victory was the Rockets' 29th straight and should move them up
from the 17th position in the AP college football ratings to at
t the number 15 spot.

•Post game thoughts*—

Steamroller hits I
in fourth quarter I

THE FALCONS come right
back and scored on a 50 yard
pass play from Lamport to
Rich Newman. The final BG
score came on a 14 yard run
by Miles after a recovered
fumble.
If the second half was all
BG then the first was all Kent
as they rolled to a 13-10
halftime led mainly on the
passing of Hayes. He was
seven for nine for 76 yards.
Bowling Green rolled to a 70 first quarter lead using a two
tight end offense moved 80
yards in 12 plays.
After that the Falcons were
shut-out on offense until the
romp started in the third
quarter.
Miles had 192 yards rushing
in 32 carries in the game while
Fields rambled 127 yards. The
Falcons had 402 yards in
rushing offense for the
afternoon.
However, the running backs
give the credit to the offensive
line.

"OUR OFFENSIVE LINE
is the best in the league." said
quarterback Lamport. "They
fire out like they're 180
pounds. We have a lot of pride
and confidence in our
offensive line. The game
belongs to the offensive line."
Lamport wasn't even

worried in the fourth quarter,
"We knew we could shove it
down their gut."
"I haven't anything but
pride for our offensive line,"
commented Miles. "We had
the same chance to do this last
week to Toledo and blew it.
We had to take the game to
them, and we knew we had to
just take the ball down the
field. I'm nothing without a
line and don't forget to write
that down."
Coach Don James of Kent
had nothing but praise for the
Falcons running attack.
"Miles is the best back in
the conference. But. the
fullback was the one that hurt
us. Give him a little and he's
got five yards on his own.
They were getting a lot of
second and four and second
and five situations. It was the
longest second half I've ever
seen in my life."
The Falcons offense will
have to be cranked up this
weekend when the Miami
Redskins come to town and
the defense will also have to
be right but that doesn't seem
to bother the Falcons.
"This week, the offense had
it and the defense was bad.
Against Toledo it was just the
opposite. Next week we will
put it all together,"
commented Lamport.

Wottle and Elliott pace
harriers to dual wins
time for the six mile Ottawa race.
Park course with a 31:06.5
However, if "Mac" isn't up
clocking. Steve Danforth. to par, he'll forego another
Chris Doyle. Bob McOmber meet or run in the Federation
and Jim Ferstle followed meet following the All-Ohio.
Dave Wottle. who was a
before Ken Dawson of Kent
broke the string of Falcons.
questionable starter for the
Rick Schnittker finished Toledo race, didn't show the
eighth for BG and another effects of a slight muscle
Kent runner crossed the finish sprain in his leg. acquired in
line before Toledo's top man, practice before the meet.
"Wottle looked okay
freshman Walt Rodriguez,
Saturday." Brodt stated. "He
came in.
Craig Macdonald, in the told me there wasn't anything
Falcon's top five in every wrong.''
"He needed a lest of this
meet so far, did not
participate.
type over the hills." added
"Wednesday he came up Brodt. "It helped Dave more
with a soreness across his than anything else."
instep and we don't know what
it'll develop into." Brodt said.
BRODT WAS GRATEFUL
Macdonald's status for this for the chance of having the
week's All-Ohio meet at whole squad run at Toledo,
Bowling Green hasn't been despite the lack of competidetermined yet. If the tion.
"The nice part of the meet
soreness doesn't hamper him.
he'll replace Schnittker as the was that it was over hilly
seventh Falcon entry in the terrain." he commented. "Of
course ours is flat, with only
one hill, so we needed the
work."
The Falcons get a chance to
see how runnning hills affects
their times on the home
course Saturday at II a.m.
when they host the All-Ohio
the rebound back into the net meet
BG is defending
for the score, giving the champion.
Falcons a 3-0 advantage at
Considering the latter two
halftime.
aspects. Brodt admits the
Coming out for the second Falcons will be favored. He
half, the Falcons completely looks for challenges from
blew the game wide open as Miami and Ohio, however,
they scored four goals in the with a possible threat from
third period. Costa got the Cincinnati University.
first third period goal and his
third of the game at 6:48 of the
period on an assist from
Warren Heede. One minute
later, Dyminski posted his
second goal of the contest on a
direct penalty kick.
Rich Cotton got into the
scoring action as he booted
one in at 8:59 of the period
with Heede assisting.
Don Gable got the final goal
of the period taking the ball in
himself with 19:30 gone in the
stanza.
With Cochrane playing his
reserves, the Falcons posted
their final goals of the
encounter in the fourth period.
Jeff Aingsworth got in on the
scoring booting one in at 11:07
of the period. Then with three
seconds left to play Tom Bull
scored his first goal of the
season.
The Falcons fired an eyeopening 58 snots at the Ball
State net while the Cardinals
could manage only nine shots
on goal.
Bowling Green
goalies had only three saves
with Ball States s 20

Booters win fourth
with 9 goal flurry
By Joe Berchick
Sporti Writer

Joe Costa's three goal hat
trick and a four goal explosion
in the third period enabled the
Bowling Green soccer team to
post their third victory of the
season in routing visiting Ball
State 9-0 Saturday afternoon
"I guess all the preaching
about needing to get a good
game finally paid off,"
commented coach Mickey
Cochrane "We never did play
well in the past against Ball
State, but today we just put
everything together."
Center
halfback
Dave
Dyminski got the Falcons
rolling early in the contest
booting one in at 6:35 into the
first period for BG's first
score Chris Bartels assisted
on the score.
Costa got the first of his
three goals later in the period
putting a shot past
outpositionned Ball Stale
goalie Wayne Scott for the
score. Dyminski assisted on
the play.

Pawl Mile, turns It en In one of his 33
•
. ..,.
POUI Miles

****** •*"»"■••• *aW **•! ef 1«3
yards earned him a place In the UM
of th,

The Falcons posted a goal in
the second stanza on Costa's
alert play. Coming down the
right side of the field. Costa
fired a shot at reserve goalie
Branislav Ilic who made a
good play knocking the shot
away. Costa however kicked

PaSS

Raid Lamport looks downfi*ld for on. of his fow pass attempts
Saturday's game against Kent. Throwing the block on the
onrushing Kent defender is Paul Miles.
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Miles gets national honor
Paul Miles, the Bowling
Green Falcons sophomore
running sensation has been
named to the national United
Press International backfield
of the week, for his performance in the Kent State
game
In that game. Miles had 192
yards rushing in 32 carries. 92
of the yards came in the first
half on 13 carries. He gained
90 yards in the second half.
Miles scored the first and last
touchdowns of the game for
the Falcons.

Miles gained only 97 yards.
Also his longest run of the sea-

Bulletin
son is only 25 yards, that
coming against Kent last
weekend for a touchdown.
Miles indicated after the
near 200 yard performance
against Kent that his entire
success is due to the offensive
line.
"I am nothing without my
offensive line and don't forget

to write that down." said
Miles
According to Bob Movers.
Sports Information Director
of Bowling Green, this is the
first tune for a Bowling Green
player to receive such an
honor
Joining Miles in the backfield are quarterback Joe
Fergerson of Arkansas for his
performance against Texas
and running backs Joe Wilson
of Holy Cross and Greg Pruitt
of Oklahoma

In five games. Miles has
gained 682 yards rushing and
caught one pass for 15 yards
for 697 yards total offense
with half the season left to
Play
The 682 yards ranks sixth in
the nation in rushing offense.
In three weeks. Miles has
moved from 16th to ninth to
fourth in rushing offense.
Miles is averaging 136 yards a
game
The amazing part of the
story is that in one game,
against Western Michigan.
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■ Odrinet cin help you become the trim •
• slim person you want to be Odrmti it;
•I liny tsblet end easily swallowed Con •
• tuns no dangerous drugs No starving •
'. No special exercise Get rid ol eicess <
; let and live longer Odnnei has been '.
; used successfully by thousands all over!
•.the country tor over 12 years Odnnei!
;costs S3 25 and the large economy sue;
;$5.25 You mutt tote ugly tat or your;
• moneywjllbeiefundedbyyourdruggitt ;
,' No questions asked Accept no sub ;
Istrtutet Sold with this guarantee by ■

GRAY
STADIUM

PANASONIC CX-355
CAR STEREO CARTRIDGE
PLAYER
Perfect vertical head movement
• Rich stereo sound • Variable
tone and balance control •
Automatic channel changer •
Push-button channel changer •
Compact Panasonic design • Automatic channel indicator lights.

PLAZA
ONLY

$49.95

